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Battle of the Beasts
Longlisted for the Women's Prize for Fiction When Marilyn Connolly and David
Sorenson fall in love in the 1970s, they are blithely ignorant of all that awaits them.
By 2016, their four radically different daughters are in a state of unrest. Wendy,
widowed young, soothes herself with booze and younger men; Violet, a litigator
turned stay-at-home-mom, battles anxiety and self-doubt; Liza, a neurotic and
newly tenured professor, finds herself pregnant with a baby she's not sure she
wants by a man she's not sure she loves; and Grace, the dawdling youngest
daughter, begins living a lie that no one in her family even suspects. With the
arrival of Jonah Bendt--a child placed for adoption by one of the daughters fifteen
years before--the Sorensons will be forced to reckon with the rich and varied
tapestry of their past: years marred by adolescent angst, infidelity, and
resentment, but also the transcendent moments of joy that make everything else
worthwhile.

Sex, Bombs and Burgers
Get ready to devour America. Adam Richman, the exuberant host of Travel
Channel’s Man v. Food and Man v. Food Nation, has made it his business to root
out unique dining experiences from coast to coast. Now, he zeroes in on some of
his top-favorite cities—from Portland, Maine, to Savannah, Georgia—to share his
uproariously entertaining food travel stories, top finds, and some invaluable (and
hilarious) cautionary tales. America the Edible also tells the story behind the menu,
revealing the little-known reason why San Francisco’s sourdough bread couldn’t
exist without San Francisco’s fog; why Cleveland just might have some of the
country’s best Asian cuisine; and how to eat like a native on the Hawaiian island of
Oahu. Unflaggingly funny, curious, and, of course, hungry, Richman captures the
spectacular melting pot of American cuisine as only a true foodie and insatiable
storyteller can.

On Earth We're Briefly Gorgeous
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In this surprising history of technology, Peter Nowak argues that most of the
innovations that make modern life modern can be directly traced to one of three
questionable aspects of human activity—war, porn, and the fast food industry.
Following developments in technology from the 1940s to the present, Nowak
reveals the links between Barbie and U.S. missile systems, how the porn industry
killed Betamax, and why Niue, Polynesia, is the phone-sex capital of the world. He
exposes the unexpected origins of many common household items, such as
cellphones, microwave ovens, and plastic packaging, and raises the disturbing
question of where we would be, technologically speaking, without our basest
desires.

Heartland
A New Yorker and Fortune Best Book of the Year Analyzing the strategic
maneuvers of today’s great information powers–Apple, Google, and an eerily
resurgent AT&T–Tim Wu uncovers a time-honored pattern in which invention
begets industry and industry begets empire. It is easy to forget that every
development in the history of the American information industry–from the
telephone to radio to film–once existed in an open and chaotic marketplace
inhabited by entrepreneurs and utopians, just as the Internet does today. Each of
these, however, grew to be dominated by a monopolist or cartel. In this
pathbreaking book, Tim Wu asks: will the Internet follow the same fate? Could the
Web–the entire flow of American information–come to be ruled by a corporate
leviathan in possession of "the master switch"? Here, Tim Wu shows how a battle
royale for Internet’s future is brewing, and this is one war we dare not tune out.

Humans 3.0
"Morone's lively essays complicate the monolithic view that Americans fear
government, celebrate markets, and act as individualists. Yes, they do resist
government's meddling in their lives; but given their puritanical bent, they readily
exhort the government to ensure that their neighbors don't drink, smoke, take
drugs, or have sex with the wrong kind of person. They are also communitarians
who go the extra mile for one another. Yet they are always nervous about the
many outsiders banging on their democratic door--Blacks, women, immigrants.
Rather than a static culture, then, Morone gives the reader a dynamic one that is
constantly being remade by those who pass through that door. Morone's readers
will come away with a fresh look at America's vibrant and often contentious
political culture"--

I Had a Nice Time And Other Lies
How War, Pornography, and Fast Food Have Shaped Modern Technology Guns,
Germs, and Steel meets the age of technology in this rollicking history of how our
pursuit of lust, gluttony, and rage has led to our greatest technological
advancements. It is also a chronicle of popular culture, packed with surprising
revelations. From the unexpected origins of aerosols, cold medicine, and Google to
Saran Wrap, Tupperware, and video games, here is a fascinating look at modern
life.
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Fast Food Nation
She is a five foot seven long list of things he can't have. He is a determined cop,
desperate to keep his heart sealed behind his badge. Michelle is a survivor. With a
fresh perspective on life, she trades her tragic past in California for the coastal
waters of Charleston. Fueled by a new career as a dispatcher, she's determined not
to let her scars weigh her down. She apologizes for nothing, especially her
insatiable need for a certain police officer. Rowdy is a newly minted sergeant
dedicated to his job, but the life of a Charleston police officer has never been more
dangerous. With his need to take order of a city spiraling out of control, the last
thing he wants is an entanglement with a mouthy dispatcher. But, there's just one
problem. He can't get enough of her. As the heat rises between the unlikely pair,
so does the tension. Three months of summer was all it took to shake their
foundations, rattle their walls, and bring them crashing down. It was lust. It was
love. It was real. And it would have been perfect . . . if it wasn't already over. Note
to reader: This book has several elements and explores topics that some may
consider triggers. For mature audiences only. Explicit sex, violence, and language.

The Wasp Factory
This is a print on demand edition of a hard to find publication. Explores whether
sufficient data exists to examine the temporal and spatial relationships that
existed in terrorist group planning, and if so, could patterns of preparatory conduct
be identified? About one-half of the terrorists resided, planned, and prepared for
terrorism relatively close to their eventual target. The terrorist groups existed for
1,205 days from the first planning meeting to the date of the actual/planned
terrorist incident. The planning process for specific acts began 2-3 months prior to
the terrorist incident. This study examined selected terrorist groups/incidents in
the U.S. from 1980-2002. It provides for the potential to identify patterns of
conduct that might lead to intervention prior to the commission of the actual
terrorist incidents. Illustrations.

The Master Switch
Presents a minute-by-minute account of an H-bomb accident that nearly caused a
nuclear disaster, examining other near misses and America's growing susceptibility
to a catastrophic event.

The Four
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Finalist for the PEN/USA Award in Creative
Nonfiction, the Thurber Prize for American Humor, and the Audie Award in
Biography/Memoir This Random House Reader’s Circle edition includes a reading
group guide and a conversation between Firoozeh Dumas and Khaled Hosseini,
author of The Kite Runner! “Remarkable . . . told with wry humor shorn of
sentimentality . . . In the end, what sticks with the reader is an exuberant
immigrant embrace of America.”—San Francisco Chronicle In 1972, when she was
seven, Firoozeh Dumas and her family moved from Iran to Southern California,
arriving with no firsthand knowledge of this country beyond her father’s glowing
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memories of his graduate school years here. More family soon followed, and the
clan has been here ever since. Funny in Farsi chronicles the American journey of
Dumas’s wonderfully engaging family: her engineer father, a sweetly quixotic
dreamer who first sought riches on Bowling for Dollars and in Las Vegas, and later
lost his job during the Iranian revolution; her elegant mother, who never fully
mastered English (nor cared to); her uncle, who combated the effects of American
fast food with an army of miraculous American weight-loss gadgets; and Firoozeh
herself, who as a girl changed her name to Julie, and who encountered a second
wave of culture shock when she met and married a Frenchman, becoming part of a
one-couple melting pot. In a series of deftly drawn scenes, we watch the family
grapple with American English (hot dogs and hush puppies?—a complete mystery),
American traditions (Thanksgiving turkey?—an even greater mystery, since it
tastes like nothing), and American culture (Firoozeh’s parents laugh uproariously at
Bob Hope on television, although they don’t get the jokes even when she
translates them into Farsi). Above all, this is an unforgettable story of identity,
discovery, and the power of family love. It is a book that will leave us all
laughing—without an accent. Praise for Funny in Farsi “Heartfelt and hilarious—in
any language.”—Glamour “A joyful success.”—Newsday “What’s charming beyond
the humor of this memoir is that it remains affectionate even in the weakest, most
tenuous moments for the culture. It’s the brilliance of true sophistication at
work.”—Los Angeles Times Book Review “Often hilarious, always interesting . . .
Like the movie My Big Fat Greek Wedding, this book describes with humor the
intersection and overlapping of two cultures.”—The Providence Journal “A
humorous and introspective chronicle of a life filled with love—of family, country,
and heritage.”—Jimmy Carter “Delightfully refreshing.”—Milwaukee Journal
Sentinel “[Funny in Farsi] brings us closer to discovering what it means to be an
American.”—San Jose Mercury News

Where I End and You Begin
If you can't prep it, cook it, and sit down to eat it in less than an hour, chef and
television personality Ryan Scott doesn't want to do it. It's just that simple.One to
Five is cooking for real life: master one basic recipe and learn to spin it into five
quick, affordable, and crowd-pleasing dishes. Discover how Ryan's killer marinade,
a simple rotisserie chicken, or an easy slow-cooker roast can turn into soulsatisfying meals like carnitas, stuffed egg rolls, sliders, a Vietnamese salad, and a
hearty stew.From taco night to breakfast as dinner, this book is all about flexibility
as Ryan invites home cooks to think creatively about cooking while using
supermarket staples. He offers ingenious strategies, tricks, and guidance on
stocking the freezer and pantry so that great-tasting meals are always ready at the
drop of a hat. One to Five makes cooking so simple that readers can eat a delicious
home-cooked meal without the hassle - and have fun while making it.

Hits and Memories: Chopper 2
The de facto how-to manual of the international Food Not Bombs movement, which
provides free food to the homeless and hungry and has branches in countries on
every continent except Antarctica, this book describes at length how to set up and
operate a Food Not Bombs chapter. The guide considers every aspect of the
operation, from food collection and distribution to fund-raising, consensus decision
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making, and what to do when the police arrive. It contains detailed information on
setting up a kitchen and cooking for large groups as well as a variety of delicious
recipes. Accompanying numerous photographs is a lengthy section on the history
of Food Not Bombs, with stories of the jailing and murder of activists, as well as
premade handbills and flyers ready for photocopying.

Command and Control
In characteristically daring style, Anthony Burgess combines two responses to
Orwell's 1984 in one book. The first is a sharp analysis: through dialogues, parodies
and essays, Burgess sheds new light on what he called 'an apocalyptic codex of
our worst fears', creating a critique that is literature in its own right.Part two is
Burgess' own dystopic vision, written in 1978. He skewers both the present and the
future, describing a state where industrial disputes and social unrest compete with
overwhelming surveillance, security concerns and the dominance of technology to
make life a thing to be suffered rather than lived.Together these two works form a
unique guide to one of the twentieth century's most talented, imaginative and
prescient writers. Several decades later, Burgess' most singular work still stands.

The Rise of Real-Life Superheroes
In the age of Tinder, Hinge, or any other dating app that matches you with
strangers, the dating game has grown complex and confusing. Cue the
Betches--first, we helped you win at basically everything, and now we're going to
help you win the most important battle a betch can face: dating. Maybe you're a
Delusional Dater who needs to get in touch with reality (seriously, he's just NOT
that f***ing into you) or perhaps you're a TGF who needs to stop being so
desperate and start playing the game. Either way, we've got you covered. So put
away the Ben & Jerry's fro-yo (just because it's low fat doesn't mean it's okay to
eat the whole tub) and start dating like a winner.

Hungry for Peace
Food, Inc. is guaranteed to shake up our perceptions of what we eat. This powerful
documentary deconstructing the corporate food industry in America was hailed by
Entertainment Weekly as ''more than a terrific movie - it's an important movie.''
Aided by expert commentators such as Michael Pollan and Eric Schlosser, the film
poses questions such as: Where has my food come from, and who has processed
it? What are the giant agribusinesses and what stake do they have in maintaining
the status quo of food production and consumption? How can I feed my family
healthy foods affordably? Expanding on the film's themes, the book Food, Inc. will
answer those questions through a series of challenging essays by leading experts
and thinkers. This book will encourage those inspired by the film to learn more
about the issues, and act to change the world.

Food, Inc.: How Industrial Food Is Making Us Sicker, Fatter,
and Poorer-And What You Can Do about It
Explores the homogenization of American culture and the impact of the fast food
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industry on modern-day health, economy, politics, popular culture, entertainment,
and food production.

One To Five
*Finalist for the National Book Award* *Finalist for the Kirkus Prize* *Instant New
York Times Bestseller* *Named a Best Book of the Year by NPR, New York Post,
BuzzFeed, Shelf Awareness, Bustle, and Publishers Weekly* An essential read for
our times: an eye-opening memoir of working-class poverty in America that will
deepen our understanding of the ways in which class shapes our country and “a
deeply humane memoir that crackles with clarifying insight”.* Sarah Smarsh was
born a fifth generation Kansas wheat farmer on her paternal side, and the product
of generations of teen mothers on her maternal side. Through her experiences
growing up on a farm thirty miles west of Wichita, we are given a unique and
essential look into the lives of poor and working class Americans living in the
heartland. During Sarah’s turbulent childhood in Kansas in the 1980s and 1990s,
she enjoyed the freedom of a country childhood, but observed the painful
challenges of the poverty around her; untreated medical conditions for lack of
insurance or consistent care, unsafe job conditions, abusive relationships, and
limited resources and information that would provide for the upward mobility that
is the American Dream. By telling the story of her life and the lives of the people
she loves with clarity and precision but without judgement, Smarsh challenges us
to look more closely at the class divide in our country. Beautifully written, in a
distinctive voice, Heartland combines personal narrative with powerful analysis and
cultural commentary, challenging the myths about people thought to be less
because they earn less. “Heartland is one of a growing number of important
works—including Matthew Desmond’s Evicted and Amy Goldstein’s Janesville—that
together merit their own section in nonfiction aisles across the country: America’s
postindustrial declineSmarsh shows how the false promise of the ‘American dream’
was used to subjugate the poor. It’s a powerful mantra” *(The New York Times
Book Review).

The Popcorn Gangster: Chopper 10.5
Two sworn enemies suddenly switch bodies in this witty and heartfelt novel of
romantic relationships, gender identity, and the joy of being yourself. Ezra Slevin is
an anxious, neurotic insomniac who spends his nights questioning his place in the
universe and his days obsessing over Imogen, a nerdy girl with gigantic eyebrows
and a heart of gold. For weeks, Ezra has been working up the courage to invite
Imogen to prom. The only problem is Imogen's protective best friend, Wynonna
Jones. Wynonna has blue hair, jams to '80s rock, and has made a career out of
tormenting Ezra for as long as he can remember. Then, on the night of a total solar
eclipse, something strange happens to Ezra and Wynonna, and they wake up in
each other's bodies. Not only that, they begin randomly swapping back and forth
every day! Ezra soon discovers Wynonna's huge crush on his best friend, Holden, a
five-foot-nothing girl magnet with anger management problems. With no end to
their curse in sight, Ezra makes Wynonna a proposition: While swapping bodies, he
will help her win Holden's heart, but only if she helps him woo Imogen. Forming an
uneasy alliance, Ezra and Wynonna embark on a collision course of mistaken
identity, hurt feaelings, embarrassing bodily functions, and a positively byzantine
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production of Twelfth Night. Ezra wishes he could be more like Wynonna's badass
version of Ezra -- but he also realizes he feels more like himself while being
Wynonna than he has in a long time. Wildly entertaining and deeply heartfelt,
Where I End and You Begin is a brilliant, unapologetic exploration of what it means
to be your best self.

City of Women
'It was just after dawn on Thursday, November 14, 1991. The hatch on the cell door
slid back. I could see the screw's face through the slit. I've seen better heads on a
pig dog, but this time I could have kissed him.' Underworld standover man and
executioner Mark Brandon 'Chopper' Read was released from Pentridge Prison in
November, 1991, vowing never to return. He became an instant celebrity when his
autobiography Chopper: From the Inside hit the bestseller lists (it also holds the
record as Australia's most shop-lifted book). Six months later, he was back in jail
charged with the shooting of a biker, and busy writing his second volume of
memoirs. In this sequel, Chopper gives us more stories of crime and criminals that
made his first book an international publishing sensation, from bookie robberies to
hitmen, slavery and kidnapping. Written with dark humour and an intimate
knowledge of some of Australia's most notorious criminals and crimes, Hits and
Memories is a unique look at Australia's underbelly.

The Most Fun We Ever Had
The founder of the Umami Burger and 800 Degrees Pizza empires shows how to
detonate flavor in beloved dishes using ordinary ingredients high in umami. Why
does everyone love burgers and pizza? When Adam Fleischman investigated, he
was intrigued to discover that both are rich in umami, a savory, meaty-tasting
“fifth dimension” of taste. This book will help you up your game in the kitchen with
ingredients, flavor principles, and techniques that powerfully punch up flavor. A
self-taught cook who launched two successful restaurant empires based on the
properties of umami, Fleischman shows how to build a pantry that will help you
create great dishes, even if you’re a beginner, from simple Blender Gazpacho and
Five-Minute Pork-Conquered Salad to the voluptuous Port and Stilton Burger and
addictive Midnight Garlic Noodles—even a Mezcal Truffle Cocktail. “An excellent
collection…. Luscious visuals. The so-called fifth taste is elevated to star status in
this mouth-watering debut.”—Publishers Weekly (Starred Review) “A wonderful
cookbook.”—Seattle Book Review

The Brave Line
"An innovative 16-day plan that combines the fat-burning benefits of a ketogenic
diet with the brain-clearing and keto-flu protection of alkaline food, by the USA
Today bestselling author of The Hormone Fix. There is no question that keto eating
is the biggest diet trend in years. And it really works--dieters often report superfast weight loss. But they also complain about the rigidity of the diet, as well as the
flu-like symptoms that often accompany this high-fat/low-carb way of life. The
solution? Add alkaline foods to your plate--leafy greens, other vegetables, broths,
healthy oils, nuts and seeds--for a lifestyle that's more sustainable and easier on
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your body. In other words: go Keto-Green! A triple-board certified physician, Dr.
Anna Cabeca developed this unique method through years of careful patient and
test panel research. In Keto-Green 16, she explains the science behind her
innovative plan: Pairing keto staples with foods that bring the body's pH to a more
alkaline level (lots of greens!) is the best way to balance the hormones responsible
for hijacking intentions and increased belly fat. An added bonus: a Keto-Green diet
also sharpens thinking and boosts mood. With 16 days of what-to-eat instruction,
more than 50 delicious breakfast, lunch, dinner and snack recipes (many shown in
the mouth-wateringly beautiful four-color photo insert), information about the 16
best alkaline foods, a 16-hour intermittent fasting strategy, and 16-minute HIIT
exercise routines, Keto-Green 16 will ensure that readers skip the flu and get on
with rapid and amazing weight loss"--

Digital Disconnect
The Anarchist Cookbook will shock, it will disturb, it will provoke. It places in
historical perspective an era when "Turn on, Burn down, Blow up" are revolutionary
slogans of the day. Says the author" "This book is not written for the members of
fringe political groups, such as the Weatherman, or The Minutemen. Those radical
groups don't need this book. They already know everything that's in here. If the
real people of America, the silent majority, are going to survive, they must educate
themselves. That is the purpose of this book." In what the author considers a
survival guide, there is explicit information on the uses and effects of drugs,
ranging from pot to heroin to peanuts. There i detailed advice concerning
electronics, sabotage, and surveillance, with data on everything from bugs to
scramblers. There is a comprehensive chapter on natural, non-lethal, and lethal
weapons, running the gamut from cattle prods to sub-machine guns to bows and
arrows.

The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks
Drawing from his teenage years, Todd Strasser's novel revisits a tumultuous era
and takes readers on a psychedelically tinged trip of a lifetime. With his girlfriend,
Robin, away in Canada, eighteen-year-old Lucas Baker's only plans for the summer
are to mellow out with his friends, smoke weed, drop a tab or two, and head out in
his microbus for a three-day happening called the Woodstock Music and Art Fair.
But life veers dramatically off track when he suddenly finds himself in danger of
being drafted and sent to fight in Vietnam. If that isn't heavy enough, there's also
the free-loving (and undeniably alluring) Tinsley, who seems determined to test
Lucas's resolve to stay faithful to Robin; a frighteningly bad trip at a Led Zeppelin
concert; a run-in with an angry motorcycle gang; parents who appear headed for a
divorce; and a friend on the front lines in 'Nam who's in mortal danger of not
making it back. As the pressures grow, it's not long before Lucas finds himself
knocked so far down, it's starting to look like up to him. When tuning in, turning on,
and dropping out is no longer enough, what else is there?

America the Edible
A Cosmopolitan Best Young Adult Book of 2019 A Buzzfeed Pick for "YA Books You
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Absolutely Must Read This Spring" Sparks fly between a K pop starlet and a tabloid
reporter in this heartwarming rom-com from Maurene Goo. 10:00 p.m.: Lucky is the
biggest K-pop star on the scene, and she’s just performed her hit song “Heartbeat”
in Hong Kong to thousands of adoring fans. She’s about to debut on The Tonight
Show in America, hopefully a breakout performance for her career. But right now?
She’s in her fancy hotel, trying to fall asleep but dying for a hamburger. 11:00
p.m.: Jack is sneaking into a fancy hotel, on assignment for his tabloid job that he
keeps secret from his parents. On his way out of the hotel, he runs into a girl
wearing slippers, a girl who is single-mindedly determined to find a hamburger.
She looks kind of familiar. She’s very cute. He’s maybe curious. 12:00 a.m.:
Nothing will ever be the same. With her trademark humor and voice, Maurene Goo
delivers a sparkling story of taking a chance on love—and finding yourself along
the way.

Nineteen Eighty-five
Pornography: The force for change that has been written out of the history of world
culture. From cave painting to photography to the internet, pornography has
always been at the cutting edge in adopting and exploiting new developments in
mass communication. And in so doing, it has helped to promote and propel those
developments in ways that are rarely acknowledged. Without pornography, the
internet would not have grown so quickly. The e-commerce payment systems that
are now commonplace would be at a far more primitive stage security and
usability. Without video streaming software developed for pornography sites, CNN
would be struggling to deliver news clips. Without advertising from sex sites,
Google could not have afforded YouTube. This smart, witty and well-researched
history shows how a vast secret trade has bankrolled and shaped mainstream
culture and its machines. From the Hardcover edition.

Apollo's Warriors
Now an HBO® Film starring Oprah Winfrey and Rose Byrne #1 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER Her name was Henrietta Lacks, but scientists know her as HeLa. She
was a poor black tobacco farmer whose cells—taken without her knowledge in
1951—became one of the most important tools in medicine, vital for developing
the polio vaccine, cloning, gene mapping, and more. Henrietta's cells have been
bought and sold by the billions, yet she remains virtually unknown, and her family
can't afford health insurance. This phenomenal New York Times bestseller tells a
riveting story of the collision between ethics, race, and medicine; of scientific
discovery and faith healing; and of a daughter consumed with questions about the
mother she never knew.

Flavor Bombs
'What if there was an author who wrote about crime and therefore relied upon
death to earn a living.' Buried bodies, buried guns, buried money and buried
truths. Only one man who's been on the inside tells it like it is about the Australian
hit men, bikie wars and drug syndicates. While his peers suffered violent deaths,
Chopper outlived them all to give the real story. This is the life of the standover
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man who went from ex-con to national icon. The Popcorn Gangster tells of the
psychology of fear and the Calabrian contract straight from former street fighter
and now bestselling author, Mark Brandon 'Chopper' Read.

Priest
Looks at the relationship between economic power and the digital world,
encouraging readers to fight back against the monopolies that are making the
Internet less democratic. 20,000 first printing.

Sex Bombs and Burgers
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Whom do you trust, whom do you love, and who
can be saved? A gripping tale of Berlin in the Second World War, from the author of
Annelies. It is 1943—the height of the Second World War. With the men away at
the front, Berlin has become a city of women. On the surface, Sigrid Schröder is
the model German soldier’s wife: She goes to work every day, does as much with
her rations as she can, and dutifully cares for her meddling mother-in-law, all the
while ignoring the horrific immoralities of the regime. But behind this façade is an
entirely different Sigrid, a woman of passion who dreams of her former Jewish
lover, now lost in the chaos of the war. But Sigrid is not the only one with
secrets—she soon finds herself caught between what is right and what is wrong,
and what falls somewhere in the shadows between the two . . .

Pre-Incident Indicators of Terrorist Incidents
The Erotic Engine
Life for early humans wasn’t easy. They may have been able to walk on two feet
and create tools 4 million years ago, but they couldn’t remember or communicate.
Fortunately, people got smarter, and things got better. They remembered on-thespot solutions and shared the valuable information of their experiences. Clubs
became swords, caves became huts, and fires became ovens. Collectively these
new tools became technology. As the 21st century unfolds, the pace of innovation
is accelerating exponentially. Breakthroughs from robotics to genetics appear
almost on a daily basis. It’s all happening so quickly that it’s hard to keep
track—but recently there’s been a shift. We used to create technology to change
the world around us; now we’re using it to change ourselves. With vaccinations, invitro fertilization, and individual genetic therapy, we’re entering a new epoch, a
next step, faster and more dramatic than the shift from Australopithicines to Homo
Sapiens. The technology that set us apart from our earliest selves is becoming part
of the evolutionary process. Advancements in computing, robotics,
nanotechnology, neurology, and genetics mean that our wildest imaginings could
soon become commonplace. Peter Nowak deftly presents the potential
outcomes—both exciting and frightening—of key, rapidly advancing technologies
and adroitly explores both the ramifications of adopting them and what doing so
will reveal about the future of our species. We’ve come a long way in 4 million
years. Welcome to Human 3.0.
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Funny in Farsi
There are many rules a priest can't break. A priest cannot marry. A priest cannot
abandon his flock. A priest cannot forsake his God. I've always been good at
following rules. Until she came. Then I learned new rules. My name is Tyler Anselm
Bell. I'm twenty-nine years old. Six months ago, I broke my vow of celibacy on the
altar of my own church, and God help me, I would do it again. I am a priest and this
is my confession.

Summer of '69
Just when the Walker kids thought they were safe, the Wind Witch blasts Kristoff
House into a crazy world of battles, beasts and cyborgs.

The Anarchist Cookbook
In his highly provocative first book, Scott Galloway pulls back the curtain on
exactly how Amazon, Apple, Facebook, and Google built their massive empires.
While the media spins tales about superior products and designs, and the power of
technological innovation, Galloway exposes the truth: none of these four are first
movers technologically - they've either copied, stolen, or acquired their ideas.
Readers will come away with fresh, game -changing insights about what it takes to
win in today's economy. Print run 125,000.

Sex, Bombs, and Burgers
NATIONAL BESTSELLER A PEN/HEMINGWAY AWARD FINALIST A NEW YORK TIMES
NOTABLE BOOK ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: THE NEW YORKER •
ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY • VULTURE • VOGUE • LIT HUB Jesus' Son meets
Reservoir Dogs in a breakneck-paced debut novel about love, war, bank robberies,
and heroin. “Nico Walker’s Cherry might be the first great novel of the opioid
epidemic.” —Vulture “A miracle of literary serendipity. . . . [Walker’s] language,
relentlessly profane but never angry, simmers at the level of morose
disappointment, something like Holden Caulfield Goes to War.” —The Washington
Post It's 2003, and as a college freshman in Cleveland, our narrator is adrift until
he meets Emily. The two of them experience an instant, life-changing connection.
But when he almost loses her, he chooses to make an indelible statement: he joins
the Army. The outcome will not be good for either of them. As a medic in Iraq, he is
unprepared for the realties that await him. He and his fellow soldiers huff computer
duster, abuse painkillers, and watch porn. Many of them die. When he comes
home, his PTSD is profound. As the opioid crisis sweeps through the Midwest, it
drags both him and Emily along with it. As their addictions worsen, and with their
money drying up, he stumbles onto what seems like the only possible
solution—robbing banks. Written by a singularly talented, wildly imaginative debut
novelist, Cherry is a bracingly funny and unexpectedly tender work of fiction
straight from the dark heart of America.

Somewhere Only We Know
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Meanwhile, back in the darkened alleys of a city near you trouble is brewing. A
fight breaks out. A mugger shakes down an innocent tourist. Inequality is on the
rise. Enter our heroes. Dark Guardian chases off an angry drug dealer in
Manhattan. Mr. Xtreme charges in and breaks up a San Diego bar brawl. T.O. Ronin
hugs a homeless man on the snowy streets of Toronto. These aren’t the big-screen
or comic-book heroes that have been increasingly dominating pop culture. They’re
real-life superheroes: individuals who take on masked personae to fight crime and
help the helpless. They don’t have superpowers, but they do try to make the world
a better place. Lifelong comic-book fan and veteran journalist Peter Nowak goes to
the source of this phenomenon, meeting with real-life superheroes in North
America and around the world to get their stories and investigate what the
movement means for the future of society. To some people, real-life superheroes
may seem like quirky outliers or dangerous vigilantes but, as Nowak shows, they
are also archetypes whose job is to remind us of the better part of human nature.

The Devils We Know
"Brilliant, heartbreaking, tender, and highly original - poet Ocean Vuong's debut
novel is a sweeping and shattering portrait of a family, and a testament to the
redemptive power of storytelling. On Earth We're Briefly Gorgeous is a letter from a
son to a mother who cannot read. Written when the speaker, Little Dog, is in his
late twenties, the letter unearths a family's history that began before he was
born--a history whose epicenter is rooted in Vietnam--and serves as a doorway into
parts of his life his mother has never known, all of it leading to an unforgettable
revelation. At once a witness to the fraught yet undeniable love between a single
mother and her son, it is also a brutally honest exploration of race, class, and
masculinity"--

Cherry
The Women's Murder Club is stalked by a killer with nothing to lose. San Francisco
Detective Lindsay Boxer is loving her life as a new mother. With an attentive
husband, a job she loves, plus best friends who can talk about anything from sex to
murder, things couldn't be better. Then the FBI sends Lindsay a photo of a killer
from her past, and her happy world is shattered. The picture captures a beautiful
woman at a stoplight. But all Lindsay sees is the psychopath behind those
seductive eyes: Mackie Morales, the most deranged and dangerous mind the
Women's Murder Club has ever encountered. In this pulse-racing, emotionally
charged novel by James Patterson, the Women's Murder Club must find a
killer--before she finds them first.

Keto-Green 16
Presenting a fascinating insider's view of U.S.A.F. special operations, this volume
brings to life the critical contributions these forces have made to the exercise of air
& space power. Focusing in particular on the period between the Korean War & the
Indochina wars of 1950-1979, the accounts of numerous missions are profusely
illustrated with photos & maps. Includes a discussion of AF operations in Europe
during WWII, as well as profiles of Air Commandos who performed above & beyond
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the call of duty. Reflects on the need for financial & political support for restoration
of the forces. Bibliography. Extensive photos & maps. Charts & tables.

Unlucky 13
The polarizing literary debut by Scottish author Ian Banks, The Wasp Factory is the
bizarre, imaginative, disturbing, and darkly comic look into the mind of a child
psychopath. Meet Frank Cauldhame. Just sixteen, and unconventional to say the
least: Two years after I killed Blyth I murdered my young brother Paul, for quite
different and more fundamental reasons than I'd disposed of Blyth, and then a year
after that I did for my young cousin Esmerelda, more or less on a whim. That's my
score to date. Three. I haven't killed anybody for years, and don't intend to ever
again. It was just a stage I was going through.
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